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1/ Response to Explorations of ‘Alternative Practice’.
‘Alternative’: It’s a word we have all heard countless times since starting the architecture diploma course. 
Many of us might agree that its been overused, pushed on us without explanation of what we are supposed to be 
alternative to. It seems to be taken for granted that we all know what alternative architecture means. But what does 
it mean? Alternative to what?  It is ambiguous, it is unhelpful, it is meaningless, and it is so broad it is suffocating. So 
perhaps we need a better direction. A more useful direction.  And maybe the place to start should be the cause of our 
obsession with the alternative. ‘Conformity’: The opposite of alternative. A word that we are not afraid to explore in 
relation to ourselves.
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Brief 1

2/ The Brief Online,
Our fi rst task as Studio 8 members was a 3 week competition that saw students pitted against each other, working on 
a identical brief and site, producing 2 A1 boards each, with the promise of a jury and a ‘winner’ at the end. The only 
point of contact as a studio during the competition was an online blogsite. This blog was controlled solely by the tutor 
and strict instructions and handy hints were posted during the competition. Discussion between studio members was 
expressly forbidden. Only post-competiton could we rationalise what was fact, myth or instruction; all students took 
the tutors blog very seriously, and followed the rules diligently. Architects are taught to think and question strategically, 
but does the role and control of the studio tutor escape all interrogation in order to ‘make the grade’`?
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3/ Competition Outcome
The results (show here as a montage of all 13 candidates work overlaid) were judged through several criteria. Firstly, 
as perhaps most importantly, was the vote from the ‘jury’ made up of interchanging roles acted by the students, 
marking each others work after a verbal presentation. The roles were: A person from Creative Sheffi eld,  A person from 
the Council, A Board Member of the Showroom, The CEO of the Showroom (Client), A tenant of the Showroom,  An 
Architect (Andy Groarke). The second vote was from Andy Groarke in Person, who selected a ‘shortlist’ of 5 from the 
13, based on the information provided on the boards. The third vote was a public vote set up as a week long exhibition 
in the University, which again relied on only the information on the boards. 
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4/ Process Analysis
The studio took it upon themselves to examine the individual process paths we each undertook in tackling the same 
project, in order to analyse the perceived success of the projects against methods of working, and to see if there were 
any trends in work patterns, or how we were affected by tutor instructions. The working criteria was as wide ranging 
as possible; from ‘derive’ or ‘doing a painting’ to ‘historical research’ to ‘sexing up computer images’. These were 
grouped according to approximate RIBA stages of construction.  A square was coloured in for each task undertaken 
on each day of the competition. Individual results were then overlaid in the drawing above. The whiter patches indicate 
areas of overlapping activity by a signifi cant proportion of the studio.
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5/ Process Profi ling.
This shows the build up of individual process timelines for the duration of the competition. Each person is represented 
by a different colour. There are clear similarities between all competition candidates. Most time was consistantly spent 
on representation and graphics in the fi nal week of the competition.
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6/ Process/Blog Analysis
The studio process profi le was then analysed against the time of organised events during the competition. Blog 
instructions, brief, meetings and tutorials. The number of blog hits peaked in the second week, exactly when the 
controlled instructions  (such as, Hint Two: Unthinking and sloppy analyses are not recommended. If you must do a 
partial brain dump and call it work, then it is best to at least to make it look precise.) were posted and were likely to have 
a stong effect on students, many of whom stopped using their design journals at this point, in order to concentrate on 
the much talked about ‘killer image’ required to sell the competition.  
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7/ Studio Data Analysis.
On day one, we were required to complete a self appraisal - this entailed rating ourselves 1-5 in a range of values 
such as:  raw genius, designing buildings, team working and making coffee for others. This table was represented 
graphically; gradients were applied - 1 was taken as white (lightest) and 5 as black (darkest). Patterns and individual 
traits then began to emerge within the studio. The results showed how the group generally felt quite comfortable to rate 
themselves quite high in team work, while generally being less confi dent in fl ashy computer skills and raw genius. 
The same graphic process was then followed with the marks awarded for each project by the ‘competition jury’. 
This highlighted the high and low scoring projects and which projects were favoured more by the individual roles 
(architect, tenant, CEO etc.). What the results clearly show is that the group tended to be best at fulfi llment of design 
considerations, space requirements, and quality of conceptual approach, whilst doing quite poorly in contextual 
relationship and sustainability.


